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July 19, 2018
The Honorable Elaine L. Chao
Office of Infrastructure Finance and Innovation
Office of the Secretary of Transportation
1200 New Jersey Ave, SE
Washington, DC 20590
RE: 2018 BUILD Transportation Grant Application – Capital SouthEast Connector
Expressway Project
Dear Secretary Chao:
Located on the outskirts of Sacramento, the Capital SouthEast Connector Expressway Project
(the Connector) will have a significant regional impact, particularly on the region’s rural communities,
providing easier access to jobs, reduced congestion, more efficient goods movement, increased
safety, and significant economic benefit. The Connector fills a critical gap in rural connectivity to the
Sacramento region by transforming 34 miles of two lane rural roads into a state-of-the-art, four lane
expressway that will instantly provide congestion relief to two counties and four cities.
On behalf of Sacramento’s Capital SouthEast Connector Joint Powers Authority (JPA), I am pleased to
submit this application for funding through the Better Utilizing Investments to Leverage Development
(BUILD) program. We are requesting $24.75 million in BUILD grant funding to construct two
environmentally-cleared projects, a total of six miles of the 34-mile expressway. These BUILD projects
are locations that will provide the greatest immediate benefit to the region, greatly improving rural
connections to jobs. The Connector is a perfect recipient for BUILD grant funding, because it meets or
exceeds every criterion established by the DOT. Here’s how:
Safety – The Connector will improve safety by converting the existing rural road corridor to an
expressway, as well as improve safety of motorists, bicyclists, and pedestrians. The existing rural roads
consist of two lanes and do not meet current design standards as they lack shoulders, turn lanes, and
sufficient sight distance, making them unsafe.
Resiliency – The potential ﬂood emergency at the Oroville Dam north of Sacramento in February
of 2017 resulted in mass evacuations on overwhelmed regional roadways, putting public safety
personnel and families at risk, garnering national attention, and serving as an example of how
important roadways are to regional security. The Connector will provide a critical evacuation route
through providing a roadway that is designed to remain open during a major storm event and
offering needed evacuation and emergency services access.
Economic Competitiveness – The Connector will significantly improve goods movement and
economic competitiveness with benefits extending beyond the Sacramento region. California
is critical to supplying fresh produce to families across the nation, and the Connector will aid
the efficient movement of agricultural goods. The Connector is a key project within California’s
Central Valley Major International Trade Region, and will connect three of the U.S. Department of
Transportation’s Primary Freight Network Routes that are the backbone of goods movement within
the Central Valley. The Connector is also a Critical Rural Freight Corridor that improves connections to
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mining and agriculture facilities in the Central Valley, including thousands of acres of working Prime
and State Importance farmlands. The access and connectivity provided by the Connector will spur
economic growth and benefits to the surrounding region and beyond.
Environmental Protection – The Connector will reduce distances travelled, save time, and reduce
fuel consumption and vehicle emissions. And, through its innovative approach to environmental
stewardship, the Connector will achieve project goals while protecting habitat, open space, and
agricultural lands. The Connector JPA has worked closely with the South Sacramento Habitat
Conservation Plan (SSHCP) which is a regional effort that will provide development and infrastructure
components with streamlined, predictable federal and state permitting processes, while creating a
preserve system to protect sizeable habitat preserves, open space, and agricultural lands. This plan is
the first to combine Clean Water Act and Endangered Species Act permitting into a single integrated
process, resulting in the most efficient means of complying with this regulatory requirement and will
greatly assist the Connector in obtaining many of the federal permits required for construction.
Innovation – As the Sacramento region’s largest approved transportation project, the JPA is pursuing
and will implement many innovative project delivery strategies and design features including:
expedited environmental review and permitting; project delivery through the Construction Manager/
General Contractor (CM/GC) method, which results in cost savings and construction efficiencies
for the project; connector-wide Intelligent Transportation System (ITS), Corridor Enhancement, and
Sustainability Planning Services applications to improve traﬃc operations and safety; and technology
features that support Smart Cars.
Partnership and Resourceful Funding Model with Significant Non-Federal Revenue – Local
leaders have prioritized more than $182 million in state and local funds to build the infrastructure
along the Connector corridor without federal funding. Four miles of the project are completed
including two freeway interchanges. Project connections are complete and now we are working on
the miles in between. The California Transportation Commission (CTC) recently approved $20 million
in grant funding through the Local Partnership Program (LPP). The Connector received the third
largest statewide funding award out of approximately 90 grant applications for projects throughout
California. The $20 million grant by the CTC will increase the capacity to strongly leverage state dollars
if federal funding is awarded.
For all these and many additional reasons outlined in detail in the following pages, we are confident
that the Capital SouthEast Connector Expressway Project is exactly the type of project the BUILD
program was created to support and merits strong consideration for grant funding. We thank you for
your consideration and for the Administration’s vision for a federal program that leverages state and
local investment to help improve transportation that helps families in rural communities travel safely
for work, pleasure, and in the event of any crisis.
Sincerely,

Derek Minnema, PE
Executive Director
Connector JPA
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SECTION 1: PROJECT DESCRIPTION
1.2

Funds Requested: $24.75 million

Sacramento does not have a beltway, or ringroad system, encircling the region. As a result,
to transfer to another freeway or drive through
the city, most traﬃc is forced to travel into the
already-congested downtown area.

Total Cost: $69.20 million
Non-Federal Share: 64.23%

1.1

Broad Program Overview

Concise Project Description

Located in the rural suburbs of California’s
capital city, Sacramento’s Capital SouthEast
Connector Expressway Project (the
Connector) will provide a much-needed
connection between Interstate 5 (I-5), CA State
Route 99 (SR-99), CA State Route 16 (SR-16), and
US Highway 50 (US-50). Currently, rural roads not
designed for intensive use are serving as de facto
expressways, which results in critical safety and
congestion problems.

The BUILD grant will fund the reconstruction
of approximately six miles of Grant Line and
White Rock Roads between the cities of Elk
Grove and Folsom in Sacramento and El
Dorado Counties in rural northern California.
The six miles of improvements are part of a
more extensive program named the Capital
SouthEast Connector. While the Connector
JPA’s commitment is to construct all segments
of our program, this grant focuses only on the
construction of the two locations that provide
the greatest immediate benefit to the region.

The Connector will connect the southern area
of Sacramento County to El Dorado County
in the east and serve as a bypass, allowing
travelers to avoid downtown Sacramento and
US-50 congestion. The Connector will provide
access to jobs, reduce congestion, increase
eﬃcient goods movement, improve safety, and
create a signiﬁcant positive economic impact.

The new alignment will replace aging, insufficient
two lane rural roads built 60 years ago with a
new four lane, divided, high-speed expressway.
The project connects to recently completed
improvements at US-50 and CA SR-99, increasing
mobility and safety, improving travel times, and
providing much-needed access to the agricultural
and suburban developments along the corridor.

Demonstrating the magnitude and regional
need for this project, two counties and three
cities have come together to form a Joint
Powers Authority (JPA) to develop and deliver
this critical project. The 34-mile long Connector
will be an expressway and multi-modal facility
that extends from the I-5 Hood Franklin Road
interchange in southwest Sacramento County,
travel east crossing SR-99, into the City of
Elk Grove, then follow an existing rural road
through the cities of Rancho Cordova and
Folsom into El Dorado County where it will
connect to US-50 at the Silva Valley Parkway
Interchange.

”Very simply, the Connector
is desperately needed to
improve the movement of
people and goods, promote
growth in commerce, and
provide for greater prosperity.”
– Tom McClintock, Member of Congress
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Located in California’s Capital
City, the Connector is a 34-mile
expressway between Interstate
5 and US Highway 50 that,
when constructed, will serve
as a beltway through the
southern area of Sacramento
County into El Dorado County,
connecting the Cities of Elk
Grove, Rancho Cordova,
and Folsom.

»» Address the lack of multimodal transportation
infrastructure in this existing rural area;

The Connector is sorely needed because the
existing roadways between I-5, SR-99, SR16, and US-50 are unsafe and inadequate to
serve existing and forecasted traﬃc demand.
The Connector will significantly benefit the
Sacramento region by:

»» Assist in the preservation of open space and
threatened habitats; and
»» Providing a much needed all-weather
evacuation access for flooding or other
disruptions to the regional transportation
system.

»» Reducing congestion improving traﬃc
operations both along the Connector and
on other regional facilities;

This grant application focuses on the
construction of two individual projects that are
the region’s highest priority, and they are located
adjacent to two recently completed Connector
projects.

»» Connecting existing rural communities
to the national highway system network
and accommodating travel demand from
planned and approved development;
»» Improve safety for all modes of travel,
including bicyclists and pedestrians;
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1.3

Sacramento’s Transportation
Challenges

Sacramento faces mobility challenges because
there is no direct connection between southern
Sacramento County and eastern Sacramento
County and no parallel capacity to a congested
US-50.
Due to political will in the 1960’s to “Keep
Sacramento Rural,” many of the region’s planned
highways, including a ring-road system around
the City were removed from state and regional
plans. By 1990, it was clear that eliminating
transportation infrastructure alone was not
enough to prevent the spread of development
into rural agricultural areas. This problem is most
apparent for the communities to the south
and east of the City of Sacramento, which have
insufficient east-west roadway facilities, forcing
them to travel into downtown Sacramento
to connect to a major east-west freeway. This
traﬃc, which does not need to be in downtown
Sacramento, aggravates the already congested
freeway system.
I-5, running through California’s Central Valley, is
the primary north-south interstate providing a
direct route to both Canada and Mexico. SR-99
parallels I-5 for the length of California’s Central
Valley, beginning in Bakersﬁeld just north of Los
Angeles and ending in Sacramento. US-50 has
the distinction of being California’s ﬁrst State
Highway, initially connecting the San Francisco
Bay Area in the west to Tahoe and the Nevada
State line in the east. These three nationally
signiﬁcant routes intersect in downtown
Sacramento at the busiest freeway interchange
in the region where the average daily traﬃc
volume reaches 180,000 vehicles.
Today motorists use Grant Line Road and White
Rock Road to bypass downtown Sacramento to
avoid congested I-5, SR-99, and US-50 routes.
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These roads are rural two-lane facilities, built
to serve the rural areas through which they
pass. They lack paved shoulders, facilities for
pedestrians or bicyclists, drainage facilities,
and turn lanes to protect left turning vehicles.
Additionally, the clear recovery zone, horizontal,
and vertical geometry are all insuﬃcient for
their current use. An average of 16,000 vehicles
per day (average 3% heavy vehicles) use this
alternate route, far more than what the facility
can safely accommodate.

3. Provides and promotes huge economic
beneﬁts to the region through congestion
relief, user time savings, and economic
beneﬁts through more eﬃcient agricultural/
business access, tax revenues with
economic developments, and job creation.
4. Addresses many of the economic,
environmental, community-sensitive design,
open space, and other transportation
challenges through innovative solutions
such as establishing the South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan and developing
project speciﬁc design guidelines limiting
access to the corridor, but remaining
ﬂexible enough to locate connections
at job centers. This addresses a common
transportation challenge of balancing
access and economic development with
reduced travel times and eﬃciency.

1.4
How the Capital SouthEast Connector
Addresses Transportation Challenges
The Connector addresses the congestion and
connectivity issues with a clear solution: build an
expressway that safely and eﬃciently connects
south and east Sacramento. This long-needed
connection was identiﬁed as far back as the early
1980’s. As a more direct and alternate route, the
Connector will reduce distances traveled, save
time, and reduce fuel consumption and vehicle
emissions.

“As you know, California
leads the nation in
agricultural production
particularly in the Central
Valley. California is critical
to supplying fresh produce to families
across the nation, and the Connector will
aid the efficient movement of agricultural
goods as a Critical Rural Freight Corridor.
The Connector is a key project within
California’s Central Valley Major
International Trade Region, and will
connect three of the U.S. Department of
Transportation’s Primary Freight
Network Routes.”

For the last 30 years Sacramento County
residents have realized that a south/east
expressway will address several transportation
issues for the region, as it:
1. Provides a direct connection between
I-5 and SR- 99 in Elk Grove with SR-16
in Sacramento County and US-50 in El
Dorado County. Businesses, agriculture,
and commuters will all beneﬁt from
an expressway that will allow them to
travel through the Sacramento Region
without passing through a network of
already congested freeways in the heart of
downtown Sacramento.

– Jeff Denham, Member of Congress

2. Removes approximately 5,000 vehicles from
downtown Sacramento’s freeways each day,
signiﬁcantly improving downtown traﬃc
operations.
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1.5

Extensive Program History

“Sacramento County is
California’s fastest growing
metro area, however poor
infrastructure continues to
cause problems for residents
and discourages economic development.
Therefore, the [...] connector project would
be a critical step toward improving the
everyday lives of Sacramento’s community
members and economy.”

Planning for a regional transportation facility
to serve the project corridor has proceeded
for more than three decades. Sacramento
County conducted the East Area Transportation
Study in 1984, which identiﬁed a need for a
circumferential “beltway” to accommodate
increasing development, population, and
transportation demands.
In 2002, during preparation of the Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) 2025 by the
Sacramento Area Council of Governments
(SACOG), a project in the corridor area was
designated as the “Elk Grove–Rancho Cordova–El
Dorado Connector.” Immediately following
adoption of MTP 2025, SACOG undertook a
project planning process—the Elk Grove–
Rancho Cordova–El Dorado Connector Study—
to generate input from a wide range of
stakeholders on project purpose and need for
the Connector, and to deﬁne a set of conceptual
project alternatives to be considered in a future
environmental review process.

– Ami Bera, Member of Congress

In 2004, the voters extended the Measure A
tax an additional 30 years. The ballot text of the
Measure A extension, as approved by the voters,
identiﬁes the proposed project as the “I-5/SR-99/
US-50 Connector.”
In December 2006, Elk Grove, Rancho Cordova,
Folsom, Sacramento County, and El Dorado
County formalized their collaboration to proceed
with planning, environmental review, engineering
design, and development through a Joint Powers
Agreement, establishing the Connector JPA.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT IN RECENT YEARS IS SHOWN BELOW:

2006
JPA formed

2014
2012
» General Plan amendments
approved in JPA jurisdictions
Program
environmental » NEPA Record of Decision
impact report
and 404 permit obtained on
(EIR) approved
White Rock Road

2013
2008
First Measure A sales Plan of Finance
tax dollars received and Project Design
Guidelines adopted

2016
Tiered CEQA Initial Study/
Mitigated Negative
Declaration obtained for
White Rock Road

2015
Project level engineering
and mitigation initiated

7

2018
Right of Way acquisition
and final engineering
design underway

2017
» NEPA CE and Tiered CEQA Initial
Study/Mitigated Negative Declaration
obtained for Grant Line Road.
» Right of Way appraisals initiated for
Grant Line and White Rock Road
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SECTION 2: PROJECT LOCATION
PROJECT LOCATION

Geospatial Location

The Connector program consists of a 34-mile
expressway. However, the BUILD grant funding
will be utilized to construct two projects of
the corridor. Both projects are located just
outside of the US Census Map boundary for the
Sacramento Urbanized area and, as such, are
considered Rural Projects.

Project B2
Beginning Point
38°23’7.35”N, 121°20’59.5”W
End Point
38°23’58.45”N, 121°20’4.8”W

Project D3/ E1
Beginning Point
38°36’53.44”N, 121° 9’1.66”W
End Point
38°38’28.77”N, 121° 4’25.80”W

The first project, known at Project B2, is located on
Grant Line Road in the City of Elk Grove and begins
at Waterman Road, extending approximately one
mile to Bradshaw Road, a major arterial north/
south for the rural community of Elk Grove. It is
the continuation of locally-funded Connector
improvements at the SR-99/Grant Line Road
interchange and a UPRR railroad grade separation.

Detailed project maps can be found at:
www.connectorjpa.net/grants
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The second project, known as Project D3/E1, crosses the Counties of Sacramento and El Dorado, and
the City of Folsom. Project D3/E1 stretches from White Rock Road to Latrobe Road, however the
beginning and end portions of this segment have already been constructed and the grant funding
will be utilized to close the gap from Prairie City Road to Manchester Drive. It is a continuation of
locally funded Connector improvements at the US-50/Silva Valley Parkway Interchange and a two-mile
reconstruction of White Rock Road to the west. These projects together will provide much needed
parallel capacity to US-50.
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SECTION 3: GRANT FUNDS, SOURCES,
AND USES OF PROJECT FUNDS
The Connector project is a true partnership, using local, State and Federal funds as shown in the table below.
To date, only local and state funds have been allocated to the project and are secured and programmed.
However, a project of this magnitude is beyond the capabilities of the Connector JPA to fund with local and
state appropriations alone. Without BUILD funding, the Connector JPA would be forced to build the project in
multiple phases over many decades. Therefore we are requesting $24,750,000 of federal funds for our project.

COSTS - B2 PROJECT
Preliminary Eng
ROW & UTIL
Construction

$3.00
$3.50
$17.00
$23.50

ALLOCATED &
COMMITTED FUNDS

COSTS - D3/E1 PROJECT
Preliminary Eng
ROW & UTIL
Construction

$5.40
$4.00
$36.30
$45.70

Total Cost
$69.20

ALLOCATED &
COMMITTED FUNDS

Meas A
B2 STIP
B2 LPP
B2 RSTP

$3.80
$3.80
$7.00
$1.50
$16.10

Meas A
D3 STIP
D3 LPP
Local EDC GF

$10.60
$7.50
$10.00
$0.25
$28.35

Total Committed Funds
$44.45

Gap/BUILD Request

$7.40

Gap/BUILD Request
Total Request

$17.35
$24.75

35.77%

Cost estimates were developed by the
consultant engineers based on estimated
quantities and recent similar projects
constructed in Northern California; detailed
breakdown of costs and documentation proving
the source and commitment of these funds can
be found at: www.ConnectorJPA.net/grants.

The BUILD request is 35.77% of the funding plan.
Cost estimates include a 15% contingency. Our
member agency counties and cities use local and
state funding sources for maintenance activities, and
funding for the future Connector improvements
would be no different. Our member agencies
are committed to building and maintaining the
Connector improvements for decades to come.

ABBREVIATIONS OF COMMITTED FUNDS
ROW - Right-of-Way
STIP - State Transportation Improvement Program
LPP - Local Partnership Program

RSTP - Regional Surface Transportation Program
Meas A - Measure A Transportation Sales Tax
EDC GF - El Dorado County General Fund
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SECTION 4: CRITERIA
Criterion A: Improve Safety

to an expressway. The Connector will bring
these rural roads up to modern highway
standards and correct the existing deficient
geometry to provide standard sight distance.
This is particularly important considering future
anticipated increases in truck volumes, which will
reach 26% by 2035.

Improving the safety of all modes of travel,
including for bicyclists and pedestrians, is a
key project purpose.
Today, an average of 16,000 vehicles per day
(average 3% heavy vehicles) use this route, far in
excess of what the facility can safely
accommodate. Grant Line Road and White Rock
Road on the Connector were designed for much
lower speeds and traﬃc volumes than what they
are currently serving. They lack paved shoulders,
facilities for pedestrians or bicyclists, drainage
facilities, and turn lanes to protect left turning
vehicles. Additionally, the clear recovery zone,
and horizontal and vertical geometry are all
insuﬃcient for the current use. Between 20112016, there were over 500 documented
accidents, including many that were identified as
“rear end” and “hit object” which are common for
rural roadways with excess traffic volumes.
Additionally, there were four fatalities over this
period along the project corridor.

The Connector will also define and separate the
different modes of transportation so that bicycles,
pedestrians, cars, and trucks can all safely use the
facility. Improved safety will encourage use of
alternative modes of travel. For example, a
separated class I multi-use path will parallel the
roadway the entire length. The project will also
reduce the emergency response time for the
various public service emergency response
entities within the project area by providing a
facility that is reliable and easier to access.

IMPROVED SAFETY
THROUGH DESIGN
Approximately 34%1 of serious
crashes have roadway design as a
contributing factor.

The proposed project will improve safety by
converting the existing rural road corridor
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The Connector’s
modern
expressway
design will
reduce the crash
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Criterion B: State of Good Repair

absorb precipitation. In addition, as the water
is pumped from aquifers under farming land,
the land is lowered and levees need to be
improved to handle the increased pressure. The
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) considers
Sacramento, “among the most at-risk regions in
America for catastrophic flooding.”

Resiliency
Winter storms from 2016-2017 offer firm evidence
of the critical need to provide a reliable, allweather emergency evacuation route for south
Sacramento County. During the storms, the
Sacramento Office of Emergency Services (OES)
and the Sacramento Sheriff issued evacuation
notices along the Cosumnes River. The evacuation
route recommended at the time was the
Connector alignment.

If a dam or the levee system fails, not only will
an evacuation route that does not rely on I-5 or
US-50 be required, but until the water subsides, a
reliable east-west route will be necessary.
Drainage problems along the existing rural roads
also create additional maintenance and safety
concerns. Every time a portion of the existing
route experiences ﬂooding and road closure

As shown with the winter of 2016-2017,
increasingly the pattern of long periods of
sustained precipitation after years of drought
is resulting in the ground being less able to
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from poor drainage, the integrity of the road
itself suﬀers immensely, leaving it permanently
weakened and in need of increased
maintenance and/or reconstruction. Adding
additional costly maintenance to an already
extensive list of road repairs should be avoided,
but having this currently limited emergency
evacuation route closed for miles at numerous
locations is unacceptable. Reconstructing the
existing roadway to modern expressway
standards will improve safety, significantly
reduce the maintenance burden for local
agencies, and provide much needed resiliency
for the regional transportation network.

The Connector will serve as one of the primary
regional access facilities for approved new
development projects in the Rancho Cordova,
Elk Grove, and Folsom communities. Many of
these new development projects will be mixeduse development, which adds substantial
employment opportunities in Sacramento
County. The Folsom Plan Area alone is zoned
for over 500 acres of commercial and oﬃce
use, including a Town Center shopping and
entertainment district. Reduced congestion and
travel delays will save area residents and workers
between $5.0 million and $5.5 million annually
after construction.

Advance Regional Economic Development
Truck volumes along the Connector alignment
are estimated to account for as much 26% of
the total traﬃc volumes along the east end
of the project due to the multiple approved
rock quarries adjacent to the alignment. The
Connector also serves as the major route to
the Kiefer Landﬁll for regional trash collection
and will see increased truck traﬃc as the region
continues to expand.
A large concentration of employment, housing,
and large quarry and mining operations exist
and are planned adjacent to the Connector. This
concentration lends itself to a large amount
of truck traﬃc along the Connector. Absent
implementation of the Connector, this truck
traﬃc would use US-50 to access these areas.
By serving as an alternative route for congested
US-50, as well as reducing delay and travel times
along the current alignment, the Connector will
reduce the cost of shipping goods and facilitate
goods movement throughout the region.

Criterion C: Economic
Competitiveness
Reduce Barriers Separating Workers From
Employment Centers
The lack of a high capacity connector between
the communities to the south and east of
Sacramento forces commuters to travel into and
through downtown Sacramento. Construction
of the Connector will remove thousands of
daily commuters from Sacramento freeways
and signiﬁcantly reduce travel times for anyone
traveling into and through the downtown
Sacramento area.
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Criterion D: Environmental
Protection

Congestion Relief Across the Region
Congestion causes delays, makes us leave earlier
to avoid being late, increases fuel consumption
and pollution, negatively impacts the quality
of life, and hampers emergency vehicle
response. Congestion throughout the region is
a significant problem that continues to worsen.
In 2016, INRIX completed the largest ever study
of congestion using big data. This study found
that Sacramento is the 29th worst city in the US
regarding congestion. It is estimated that the
cost to Sacramento alone is $609 million per year
($952 for every driver).

Habitat Conservation Strategy
The Connector is a covered activity and plan
partner within the South Sacramento Habitat
Conservation Plan (SSHCP). This plan is the first
under current federal regulations to combine
Clean Water Act and Endangered Species Act
permitting into a single integrated process.
The final SSHCP EIS/EIR has been listed in the
Federal Registrar and the Connector JPA has
already purchased $2.4 million in mitigation
under the plan.

Benefits to congestion resulting from the full
completion of Connector include relief include:
»» Reducing congested (defined as LOS E or
worse) roadway travel by more than 38
million miles per year
»» More than 400,000 fewer hours per year of
time spent sitting in traffic

For more information on SSHCP, please visit:
http://www.southsachcp.com/

»» Reducing as much as 40 miles of congested
roadways

Criterion E: Quality of Life

»» Saving up to $9 million annually in weekday
travel time costs and lost productivity

The benefits of the Connector extend
beyond the project alignment. The connector
significantly reduces travel times, alleviates
congestion, and improves air quality along
some of the regions most congested corridors.
The project also improves access, multi-modal
mobility, and active transportation options along
the corridor. The Connector is vital to improving
the quality of life for both the adjacent
communities and the region.

»» Improving air quality along some of
the most congested corridors while not
significantly impacting regional levels
The Connector reduces daily VMT along some
of the region’s most congested roadways, and
thus, improves the daily air quality in some of our
region’s worst air quality corridors. US-50, I-5, and
SR-99, as well as other regional roadways, will
benefit from the Connector.
See www.connectorjpa.net/grants for
detailed exhibits and calculations on
air quality improvements.
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Criterion F: Innovation

centers, it is critical that our new roadways
incorporate facilities for this future technology. To
prepare for the future of Vehicle-to-Infrastructure
(V2I) communications, the Connector is being
designed to include a 144-strand, single-mode
ﬁber-optic trunk line with dedicated ITS-related
infrastructure. This ﬁber-optic line will facilitate
installation of future ITS technologies, and
connection to Traﬃc Operations Centers. Not only
will this allow for sharing of vital operational data
this will also promote the Connector’s essential
resiliency function as an evacuation route during
an extreme flooding event.

The Connector is the Sacramento region’s largest
approved transportation project. Recognizing
the challenge of this undertaking, the Connector
JPA has pursued many innovative project
delivery strategies and design features.

Innovation in Environmental Review and
Permitting through the South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan
Our agency welcomed the President’s Executive
Order Expediting Environmental Reviews
and Approvals for High Priority Infrastructure
Projects. As discussed earlier, we are proud to
report that our project is a covered activity
and plan partner within the South Sacramento
Habitat Conservation Plan. This plan is the first
under current federal regulations to combine
Clean Water Act and Endangered Species Act
permitting into a single integrated process. Learn
more at www.SouthSacHCP.com

These traﬃc operation centers are connected
to a high-speed ﬁber-optic data network that
brings video images of traﬃc locations, law
enforcement situation reports, and intersection
volumes to one location. Adding the Connector
to this robust regional network will facilitate
more eﬃcient use of Sacramento’s roadway
network. While the Connector is anticipated to
operate with fewer crashes than similar facilities
statewide, there is still the opportunity to further
reduce the crash rate and, in particular, reduce
the severity of accidents through the use of ITS
technologies.

Innovation in Project Delivery through a
Construction Manager/General Contractor
(CM/GC)
Recognizing the beneﬁts of the CM/GC process,
the Connector JPA secured State Legislation
with AB 1171 authorizing the use of the CM/
GC process for delivery of the Connector. This
unique legislation is not common in California; in
fact, only 10 pilot projects have been approved
statewide. The Folsom D3/E1 project is currently
utilizing this method and a contractor is on
board.

Innovation in Safety and Technology with
Features to Support Smart Cars
With driverless cars just around the corner and
most new passenger cars equipped with radars,
cameras, or lasers warning drivers of potential
collisions and lane-drifting, the Connector JPA
has updated its design guidelines to increase
pavement stripping widths from four inches to
six inches to improve visibility to both vehicle
sensors and drivers. Additionally, to facilitate
vehicle recognition of pavement markings, the
Connector’s design standards strictly follow the
Manual of Traﬃc Control Devices guidelines
for roadway signage and markings to ensure
consistency with the state’s roadway network.

Innovation in Safety and Technology with
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
The Connector will provide ﬂexibility for deploying
long-term, Connector-wide ITS applications
to improve traﬃc operations and safety. As
vehicles become able to detect road hazards
and communicate with traﬃc management
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Criterion G: Partnership

Criterion H: Non-Federal
Revenue for Transportation
Infrastructure Investment

The project has greatly benefited from high
degree of collaboration among the agencies and
stakeholders involved.

To date, only local and state funds have been
allocated to the project and are secured
and programmed. However, a project of this
magnitude is beyond the capabilities of the
Connector JPA to fund with local and state
appropriations alone. Without BUILD funding,
the Connector JPA would be forced to build the
project in multiple phases over many decades.
Therefore we are requesting $24,750,000 of
federal funds for our project. The BUILD request
is 35.77% of the funding plan. Cost estimates
include a 15% contingency. Our member agency
counties and cities use local and state funding
sources for maintenance activities, and funding
for the future Connector improvements would
be no different. Our member agencies are
committed to building and maintaining the
Connector improvements for decades to come.

The Connector is managed by a Joint Powers
Authority that includes the cities of Elk Grove,
Folsom and Rancho Cordova, and El Dorado
and Sacramento Counties. This application
is a joint application with the Cities of
Elk Grove and Folsom, and Sacramento
County. Each member agency contributes
monetarily to administer the agency, and each
agency has committed capital funds for project
development.
The five-member agencies of the Connector
JPA worked together as a group to update the
individual agency General Plans to ensure the
eﬃciency of the corridor is maintained (less travel
time), job centers are brought closer to homes,
and economic development is promoted. This
was accomplished through each agency adopting
the Project Design Guidelines which included an
innovative design exception process for allowing
additional access under certain circumstances with
a unique quantitative assessment of minimum
travel times established by the agency.

Our region’s commitment to the Connector
is demonstrated by the fact that 75% of
Sacramento County voters in 2004 approved
a 30-year renewal of the half-cent Measure
A transportation sales tax. This local sales tax
earmarked $118 million to the project. The
Measure A funds are shown in Section 3.

Each project milestone provides for extensive
public notiﬁcation and is presented during the
Connector JPA’s monthly board meetings. A
signiﬁcant aspect of the delivery and approval
process for the Connector JPA has been
extensive public outreach for both the project
and the SSHCP.

Additionally, millions in state funds through
California’s Proposition 1B and local development
impact fees have been secured and spent
for the Connector’s implementation. This
substantial state and local funding has enabled
the Connector JPA to previously complete four
local projects, using non-federal funds. These
completed projects are shown in the maps in
Section 1 and are immediately adjacent to the B2
and D3/E1 projects.

Today, in addition to monthly public board
meetings, public meetings continue to be held
to engage the community immediately adjacent
to the improvements that are being constructed
providing the Connector JPA the opportunity to
address localized concerns.
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SECTION 5: PROJECT READINESS
The Connector JPA has taken a proactive
approach to move independent projects
along the corridor to “Shovel Ready” status by
identifying the highest priority projects that
provide immediate benefits to the region, and
focusing on expediting the necessary project
approvals and acquisition of construction funding.
The Connector JPA Board of Directors adopted
this approach, agreeing it provides an efficient
approach to project delivery. As a result, there
have been various improvements along the
Connector corridor that have been completed
to date, including widening of existing White
Rock Road, a rail grade separation, and two
interchanges. The proposed BUILD projects
in this application would tie into the existing
improvements to strengthen the region’s
transportation network.

documents have been approved. Environmental
permitting is currently underway. Preliminary
engineering was completed in early 2018, with a
design conforming to Local, State (Caltrans) and
Federal (AASHTO) design standards, and final
design anticipated in early 2019.
The table on Page 20 summarizes the activities
that have been completed for the corridor. The
project documents referenced in this section as
well as additional supporting documents can be
found on: http://www.connectorjpa.net/grants.

Project Schedule
A summary of schedule highlights is shown
below. The project schedule shows that grant
funds can be obligated by September 30, 2020,
well before the statutory deadline. Because of
the progress to date on project approvals, the
schedule can accommodate unexpected delay
without placing the funds at risk of expiring
before they are obligated.

To make this happen, the Connector JPA is
requesting $24.75 million in the FY2019 funding
round to begin construction on six miles of
roadway that is environmentally cleared, in
the final engineering design phase, and are
beginning right-of-way negotiations. With the
Connector JPA’s proven approach, a federal
investment would put miles of the project into
construction almost immediately.

Similarly, the California Transportation
Commission has obligated the Local Partnership
Program funds and (discussed in Section 3) and
they are available July 1, 2019. The Connector
JPA has targeted Winter 2019 to advertise
construction with an estimated completion date
of December 2021, again meeting the deadlines
with plenty of margin. As mentioned in Section
4, the Connector JPA has a contract in place
that will use the streamlined CM/CG method to
facilitate construction.

Technical Feasibility
The JPA has demonstrated the technical
feasibility of the project through various planning,
economic, and engineering design and cost
estimating studies. The environmental technical
studies are complete and the environmental
2018
J F M A M

2019

J J A S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D J F M A M

Final Engineering
Right-of-Way
Utility Relocations
LPP Allocation
BUILD Allocation
Construction

2020
J J A S O N D

DEC 2021 END CONSTRUCTION
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Table of Project Approvals and Current Status
Project Designation

B2 Project

Feasibility Studies

Project Limits
Study

Grant Line Rd/ White
Rock Rd to Latrobe Rd

Completion Date

Sac County East Area Transportation Study

1984

1984

SACOG Connector Feasibility Study

1985

1985

Caltrans Eastern Sac County Route Concept

1986

1986

Caltrans SouthEast Area Transportation Study

1993

1993

Adopted to Metropolitan Transpo Plan

2002

2002

Final Connector Concept Plan Report

2005

2005

Clearance

Completion Date

Programmatic Clearance Document
Environmental

D3/ E1 Project

Waterman Rd to
Bradshaw Rd

NEPA Document

Programmatic EIR Certified 2012

Programmatic EIR Certified 2012

CE - Completed 2017

EIS/ FONSI - Completed
2014

Permitting

Status

Section 404 Permit

Not Applicable

Yes1

Cultural Section 106 Programmatic Agreement

Not Applicable2

Yes3

Biological Opinion

Not Applicable4

Yes5

Mitigation

Status

South Sacramento Habitat Conservation Plan (SSHCP)

Partial Mitigation Purchased6

Right of Way

As a % of Total Right of Way Required
Secured

48.5%

73.7%

Offers Pending

14.9%

13.8%

Appraisals Pending

36.6%

12.5%

Utility Relocations

Fall 2018

Design

Right-of-Way Certification

Summer 2019
Current Design Status

Preliminary Engineering

65% Design Complete
Mar 2018

Final Design

65% Design Complete
May 2018

Spring 2019

Notes

1. Permit No. SPK-2014-00201 & SPK-2004-00715, Permit No. SPK-2011-00276 & SPK-2007-02159
2. Section 106 was completed with no historical properties eligible
3. Executed agreement can be found at www.ConnectorJPA.net/grants
4. No effects to federal endangered species
5. Executed agreement can be found at www.ConnectorJPA.net/grants
6. The SSHCP EIS/EIR has been completed and the final document is listed in the Federal Registrar. The Connector JPA has purchased
$2.4 million in mitigation credits. An additional $1.5 million is identified in the FY 2018/2019 adopted budget.
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Environmental and Permitting

Consistency with
Transportation Planning
Documents

Environmental impacts and mitigation
requirements along the corridor have been
identified through the approved Programmatic
EIR, the project specific NEPA/CEQA environmental
documents and vetted thorough the Habitat
Conservation Plan. NEPA approval for Project B2
was completed as Categorical Exclusion(CE) in
2017 and Project D3/E1 was completed as an
Environmental Impact Study with a Finding of No
Significant Impact (EIS/FONSI) in 2014.

The Sacramento Area Council of Governments
(SACOG) is the six-county region’s designated
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO).
Inclusion in the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (2016
MTP/SCS) project list is a strict requirement
for the region’s agencies to use federal and
state transportation funding for transportation
projects or programs. The Connector is
specifically included in the 2016 MTP/SCS project
list. The Connector project is also shown in each
member agency General Plan Transportation
Circulation Element, is included in the local
Sacramento Transportation Authority Measure
A Capital Expenditure Plan, is a plan partner
and covered activity in the regional Habitat
Conservation Plan, and has been adopted in
numerous local Specific Land Use Plans along
the corridor.

For construction permitting, the project will
benefit from a one-of-a-kind permitting process
through the SSHCP. Under this plan, plan partners
can permit their own projects, a role traditionally
held by agencies such as the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife. A 404-permit has already been obtained
for Preojct D3/E1, and Section 1602 (Streambed
Alteration Agreement) and Secion 401 (Water
Quality Certifcation) permits are anticipated
in Fall 2018. Federal permitting for Project B2
is completed and only State Water Quality
Certifications are required.

Right-of-Way
A significant amount of right-of-way has been
obtained through dedications and as conditions
of development plan approval. Right-of-way
negotiations are currently underway with
privately held property owners along the
Connector route. The JPA has either secured
or has offers pending on roughly 65% of the
right of way required for Project B2 and 87% for
Project D3/E1. Figures showing the locations and
percentages of right-of-way that are secured
can be seen on page 20 and found at www.
ConnectorJPA.net/grants.
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SouthEast(50.1%)
Connector B2 Alignment
Offers
Pending
Secured
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Required
(35.2%)
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Project D3/E1
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SECTION 6: ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT
RISKS AND MITIGATION STRATEGIES
Connector JPA staff have presented the
project to the California Division of FHWA
located in Sacramento, and communication
and consultation is ongoing. The Connector
JPA also meets monthly with Caltrans (FHWA
delegation) to coordinate on delivery milestones
and funding requirements. The Connector
JPA also executed funding agreements with
the Sacramento Transportation Authority, the
California Transportation Commission, and our
member agencies to provide accountability to
the delivery and project schedule tied to the
funding sources.

Main project risks identified include possible
eminent domain action to secure right-of-way
and begin utility relocation. The Connector JPA
has started early utility coordination efforts, and
a contractor is under contract, using the CM/GC
delivery method, to identify utility relocation risks.
It is currently believed that some relocation can
occur during the construction phase and may
not be required before construction commences.
Right-of-way has been secured on 73.7% of
the frontage and offers have been made, and
negotiation is underway on additional 13.8%. If
negotiation stalls, the Connector JPA will issue a
Resolution of Necessity and obtain an Order of
Possession through eminent domain proceedings.

Please visit https://www.connectorjpa.net/
grants.html to view the executed documents.

Similarly, in Elk Grove, NEPA clearance is
obtained, and the project is currently in the
right-of-way and utility phase. The risks include
utility relocation; additionally, this project
requires relocation of a residence. The Connector
JPA began relocation assistance efforts in
May 2018, and the property owner is a willing
participant. The Connector JPA anticipates
relocation will be complete by October 2018.
Right-of-way has been secured on 48.5% of
the frontage and offers have been made, and
negotiation is underway on additional 14.9%.
Utility relocation in Elk Grove contains a highpressure petroleum line owned by Kinder
Morgan. Relocation design is underway, and it
is anticipated that relocation construction will
commence in Spring 2019, following right-ofway acquisition.

The state and local funding received to date
have enabled the Connector JPA to complete
early project planning phases that carry a
high percentage of delivery risk, such as
environmental approval, permitting, and rightof-way acquisition.
In Folsom, a Biological Opinion has been
issued, a cultural Programmatic Agreement
has been executed, and a Section 404 permit
has been issued by the US Army Corps of
Engineers. The project is currently in the rightof-way and utility phase.
Local transportation sales tax dollars (Measure A,
referenced in Section 3), not federal aid monies,
have been used for right of way acquisition,
streamlining the right-of-way phase.
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SECTION 7: BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA)
The Benefit-Cost Analysis (BCA) for this grant application has been developed to provide a
comprehensive perspective of the two projects that are the focus of this grant. To best demonstrate
the positive impact of a BUILD grant, two versions of the BCA have been prepared and include:
»» Project Exclusive Impact (Scenario #1) – This version of the BCA represents a set of
circumstances under which only the two projects are constructed along with already completed
projects. Although it is the position of the JPA, its partner agencies, and many business and
community based organizations that this is a highly improbable outcome it is, nonetheless,
provided as a worst-case scenario.
»» Project Impact as a Portion of the Full Package (Scenario #2) – This represents what is the
most likely result, namely that the two projects are constructed as part of a complete package of
projects. Under this scenario, the BCA considers only the benefits and costs of the two projects with all
other projects providing the circumstances under which analysis is completed.
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The useful life of the project was assumed to be 20 years for this BCA. The 20-year time period covers the
full development and construction period of the Connector as well as the time period during which the
full operational benefits and costs can be reflected in the BCA. Land use information used in forecasting
future conditions for the BCA were also based on a 20-year horizon.
Benefits and costs included in the BCA were carefully prepared to comply with the guidance
provided for in the U.S. Department of Transportation’s June 2018 Benefit-Cost Analysis Guidance for
Discretionary Grant Programs. To the extent possible, both benefits and costs were quantified, under
circumstances that this was not achievable for either technical or other reasons, results are presented
in qualitatively. Quantification of data was primarily accomplished using a suite of analysis tools that
included the following:
Travel Demand Model – Travel demand forecasting to generate traffic estimates and other
travel metrics for future year forecasts was based on the version of the Sacramento Area Council of
Governments’ (SACOG) activity based travel demand model (SACSIM) that was used for the 2016
Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS). The model was
refined in the area of the Connector to reflect the most current available information for land use
and roadway network based on partner agency input. The traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure was
also reviewed and smaller TAZs, additional local roadways and refined centroid connectors were
implemented in a broad area surrounding the Connector to improve model accuracy.
IHSDM – The Crash Prediction Module of the Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM)
2016 Release Update, v12.1.0 was used to calculate safety benefits. This software estimates the
crash frequency and severity of crashes based on the given geometric and traffic data. When Safety
Performance Function (SPF) is available for the evaluated highway type, the IHSDM results include
total crashes distributed in five different severity levels (K- Fatal; A- Incapacitating injury; B- Nonincapacitating injury, C- Possible injury; and O- No injury). This “KABCO” Injury Scale was used to
monetize the crash costs for each facility based on 2016 Caltrans Economic Parameters.
The following sections provide the basis and findings of each benefit and cost considered as part of
this analysis.

BENEFITS
Travel Time Savings
Travel time savings were developed using the difference in travel times along each segment of the
Connector in 2036 with and without the construction of the project, assuming 4% trucks. The travel time
difference was multiplied by the value of time for automobiles and trucks obtained from Caltrans 1. This
was then multiplied by the volume along the segment to get a daily travel time benefit, which was then
annualized using an assumption of 261 travel days per year. Note that this likely underestimates the total
travel time savings benefits due to omitting the other 104 days of the year.

1

2016 Caltrans Economic Parameters. $13.65/hour for automobiles. $31.40/hour for trucks.
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Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
$5,488,484
$6,391,077

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
$18,587,070
$21,643,754

Total
Benefit
$24,075,555
$28,034,832

Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.

Travel Time Reliability
Travel time reliability analysis was completed using a sketch-planning method detailed in current
literature published by National Cooperative Highway Research Program 2. This method was used to
calculate mean travel time index (TTI) for each segment of the Connector based on methodologies
developed in SHRP 2 L03 research. The model results from future year conditions with and without the
construction of the Connector were used to develop all TTI values to clearly describe the travel time
reliability savings the Connector provides.
As provided for by the methodology, the TTI value for each segment is then used to develop a 90th
percentile TTI to determine the ratio between the time it takes to travel the segment during a congested
day and the time it takes to travel the segment on an average day. The resultant ratio between the two
were then multiplied by the free flow travel time to determine the buffer time.
The travel time reliability savings were then calculated by taking the difference between the noproject and project buffer for each scenario. The buffer time savings were monetized by using the
same values of time for automobiles and trucks that were used in the travel time savings benefit
calculations were used in this analysis. The annual benefit was calculated by multiplying the volume,
both autos and trucks, by the buffer reduction and their value of time converted into $/minutes from
$/hour. This daily benefit was annualized using an assumption of 261 commuting days per year.

Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
$534,630
$26,971

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
$8,889,268
$6,440,063

Total
Benefit
$9,423,898
$6,467,033

Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.
As shown, the travel time reliability benefit is greater than the travel time savings benefit. This is
because on average, while the construction of the Connector to I-5 extension shortens the travel
distance and the Connector allows for faster travel speeds, this travel time reduction is actually less
than the reduction of the buffer needed to ensure on-time arrival.
Incorporating Reliability Performance Measures into the Transportation Planning and Programming Processes: Technical
Reference. Section 5.1 Applying Sketch-Planning Methods. The National Academy of Sciences. 2014.

2
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Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits
Along the Connector, a separated, 12-foot-wide Class I non-motorized, paved multi-use path is
planned to be located within the 200-foot right-of-way. This path would provide safe and convenient
access and connectivity to the residential areas, job centers, transit, and other bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in the area. These benefits were monetized and calculated based on the increase in ridership
predicted by the model.
Bike usage was estimated by segment along the Connector. This estimate was calculated by using
the method outlined in Chapter 4 of NCRHP 552. This method relies on the application of a national
database over local socio-economic data, which has been appropriately summed using Geographical
Information System (GIS) banding. Bands are set at multiple distances to approximate the capture
rate for a given facility, which is then used to determine the ridership of that bike facility. In order to
improve the fidelity of this analysis, in lieu of using data at the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) or census
tract level data, parcel level data (based on the SACSIM small area dataset) from the Travel Demand
Model was used. The benefits based on the ridership were then monetized.

Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
$2,071,455
$2,071,455

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
$10,094,749
$10,094,749

Total
Benefit
$12,166,204
$12,166,204

Note: Costs are assumed to be completed over two years (Years 19 and 20). Yearly costs are
discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.

Safety Benefits
The safety benefits were calculated by first summarizing collision data for each segment by crash type
and severity for the most recent five years of collision history available, as well as developing crash
predictions based on the design features and traffic projections for the no project and plus project
scenarios for existing and design year (2036) conditions. For existing (2011-2016) conditions, data
was obtained online through the Statewide Integrated Traffic Records System (SWITRS). SWITRS is a
database that serves to collect and process data gathered from a collision scene. Data is reported by
various police agencies, including the California Highway Patrol.
The crash predictions at existing and proposed facilities were analyzed using the Crash Prediction
Module of the Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM) 2016 Release Update, v12.1.0. This
software estimates the crash frequency and severity of crashes based on the given geometric and traffic
data. When Safety Performance Function (SPF) is available for the evaluated highway type, the IHSDM
results include total crashes distributed in five different severity levels (K- Fatal; A- Incapacitating injury; BNon-incapacitating injury, C- Possible injury; and O- No injury). This “KABCO” Injury Scale can be used to
monetize the crash costs for each facility based on 2016 Caltrans Economic Parameters.
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The Crash Prediction reports generated by IHSDM for this highway type do not include a SPF broken
down by severity level. Instead, the crash types are generalized to Total (KABCO), Fatal and Injury (KABC),
Fatal and Serious Injury (KAB), and Property-Damage-Only (O) crashes. Since KABCO parameters are
necessary to monetize crash costs, the results of Fatal and Serious Injury crashes were distributed
amongst K, A, and B crash types based on the available collision history. The crash prediction results for
2036 for the no project and plus project conditions were then distributed across severity types.
Crash Type
Fatal
Injury A
Injury B
Injury C
PDO

Crash Cost
$9,800,000
$466,400
$127,000
$64,900
$2,700

The table above summarizes the assumptions used to monetize the crash analysis. These assumptions
are based on KABCO parameters and Accident Cost Parameters from Caltrans’ Life-Cycle BenefitCost Analysis Economic Parameters 2016. Note that although the plus project scenario is based on
significantly more total travel, it has notably fewer total crashes on all segments. However, the crashes
that do occur tend to be slightly more severe given the higher speeds associated with an expressway
facility. As shown, the plus project scenario will reduce costs on a per million vehicle miles basis by
approximately $820,000 per year for the project exclusive scenario and approximately $1.5 million for
the project as a portion of the full package scenario (assuming the same volumes as forecasted under
the no project scenario). The primary reason that the benefits are not greater is that although the
overall crash rate is notably less for the plus project scenario, the severity of crashes under plus project
conditions is anticipated to be higher given the higher speeds of the improved facility. In particular,
even a slight change in fatality rates can have a huge impact given that they are many factors greater
in terms of cost than other crash types.

Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
$11,317,622
$11,317,622

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
$17,310,161
$17,310,161

Total
Benefit
$28,627,783
$28,627,783

Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.

Emissions Reduction Benefits
These benefits were calculated using a methodology developed by Caltrans for their Benefit-Cost
Analysis spreadsheet 3. The spreadsheet used the volumes for the base year and future years for no
project and plus project, and converted them into vehicle miles traveled based on the length of
3

California Life-Cycle Benefit/Cost Analysis Model (Cal-B/C) Version 6.0. Caltrans. February 2017.l
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the Connector. Running emission costs and starting emission costs were developed based on costs
developed by McCubbin and Delucchi in 1996. Emission costs were calculated for both peak and offpeak time periods for automobiles and trucks. The difference between the no project and plus project
was calculated for each year before being discounted. As shown below, due to the increased volume
on the Connector once it is constructed, the benefits are negative due to an increase in emissions for
both scenarios.

Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
-$37,521
-$45,751

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
-$90,328
-$121,068

Total
Benefit
-$127,849
-$166,819

Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.

Work Zone Impact Benefits
The roadways that combine to make up the Connector alignment are currently two-lane facilities and are
particularly susceptible to road closures due to construction or weather-related incidents requiring roadway
maintenance or debris removal. Once constructed, the Connector will add capacity and increase safety by
increasing the right-of-way, leading to fewer road closures resulting in less annual vehicle delay.

Resilience Benefits
Several recent events have highlighted the key vulnerabilities of the existing infrastructure in the face of
extreme weather events. In February of 2017, the potential ﬂood emergency at the Oroville Dam north
of Sacramento resulted in mass evacuations on overwhelmed regional roadways and underscored the
importance of the Connector as an evacuation route. The emergency prompted the JPA to investigate
where ﬂooding would occur if a 500-year ﬂood occurred within Sacramento County which clearly shows
the need for the Connector as an evacuation route and to provide a needed transportation alternative
under an extended period of flooding.
The resilience related benefits of the Connector are clearly significant. Yet, given the uncertainty
surrounding levels the severity and frequency of a potential event in the future, they could not
be reasonably monetized. Still, these efforts are vital to improving the resilience of the region’s
transportation network in the face of extreme weather events.

Loss of Emergency Services Benefits
The added capacity and increased speeds produced by the construction of the Connector are
expected to reduce the likelihood of delays to emergency services such as ambulance and fire
services. The Connector will allow for fire and ambulance services to reach emergencies quicker and
thus create benefits by reducing the damages resulting from the emergencies. As the current delays
to emergency services could not be measured, no quantitative analysis was undertaken to monetize
the benefits the Connector will produce by decreasing the response time for emergency services.
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Quality of Life Benefits
The Connector will result in tangible improvements for the quality of life both local communities
and residents across the Sacramento region. The Connector significantly reduces travel times,
alleviates congestion, and improves air quality along some of the most congested corridors in the
region. Businesses, agriculture, commuters, and tourists will all beneﬁt from an expressway that will
allow them to travel through the Sacramento Region without passing through a network of already
congested freeways in the heart of downtown Sacramento. The project also improves access, multimodal mobility, and active transportation options along the corridor.

COSTS
Capital Costs
Costs that were included as a part of the overall construction costs of the project include planning and
estimate, final design, appropriation and acquisition services, construction management, right-of-way,
environmental mitigation, construction, and construction contingency. It was assumed that construction
would occur over a four year time period.

Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
$21,292,857
$21,292,857

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
$41,407,811
$41,407,811

Total
Benefit
$62,700,668
$62,700,668

Note: Capital costs are assumed to be completed over four years (Years 1-4). Yearly costs are
discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.

Operating and Maintenance Costs
It was assumed that the Connector would be constructed in such a way that the facility would not
require major maintenance until year 19. This maintenance uses the costs of hot asphalt mix for
central inland California.

Results
Scenario
Scenario #1
Scenario #2

Segment B2
Benefit
$1,184,256
$1,184,256

Segment D3/E1
Benefit
$2,302,999
$2,302,999

Total
Benefit
$3,487,255
$3,487,255

Note: Costs are assumed to be completed over two years (Years 19 and 20). Yearly costs are
discounted by 7% per year over the 20-year analysis period.
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OVERALL RESULTS
Scenario #1:
Category

Segment B2 5

Segment D3/E1 4

Segments B2 &
D3/E1 4

Benefits
Travel Time

$5,488,484

$18,587,070

$24,075,555

Safety

$11,317,622

$17,310,161

$28,627,783

Bicycle/Pedestrian

$2,071,455

$10,094,749

$12,166,204

Emissions

-$37,521

-90,328

-$127,849

Travel Time Reliability

$534,630

$8,889,268

$9,423,898

Costs
Capital Costs

$21,292,857

$41,407,811

$62,700,668

Operating and
Maintenance

$1,184,256

$2,302,999

$3,487,255

Total
Total Benefits

$19,374,670

$54,790,922

$74,165,592

Total Costs

$22,477,112

$43,710,810

$66,187,923

Benefit/Cost Ratio

0.86

1.25

1.12

Segment B2 4

Segment D3/E1 4

Segments B2 &
D3/E1 4

Scenario #2:
Category

Benefits
Travel Time

$6,391,077

$21,643,754

$28,034,832

Safety

$11,317,622

$17,310,161

$28,627,783

Bicycle/Pedestrian

$2,071,455

$10,094,749

$12,166,204

Emissions

-$45,751

-$121,068

-$166,819

Travel Time Reliability

$26,971

$6,440,063

$6,467,033

Costs
Capital Costs

$21,292,857

$41,407,811

$62,700,668

Operating and
Maintenance

$1,184,256

$2,302,999

$3,487,255

Total

4
5

Total Benefits

$19,761,375

$55,367,659

$75,129,034

Total Costs

$22,477,112

$43,710,810

$66,187,923

Benefit/Cost Ratio

0.88

1.27

1.14

California Life-Cycle Benefit/Cost Analysis Model (Cal-B/C) Version 6.0. Caltrans. February 2017.
7% per year over 20 years
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TYPICAL EXPRESSWAY SECTION

KEY MAP

EXTENDED UTILITY EASEMENT

ROW

DRAINAGE SWALE

SHOULDER

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL LANE

LANDSCAPED MEDIAN

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL LANE

SHOULDER

DRAINAGE SWALE

CLASS I MULTI-USE PATH

MOUNDED LANDSCAPE BUFFER

SOUTH
ROW

NORTH

Privacy Sound Wall

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

June 2018

TYPICAL EXPRESSWAY - VIGNETTE
MULTI-USE PATH WITH
VEGETATED BUFFER

VEGETATED SWALE

RANCH STYLE
FENCE W/
SEASONAL
FLOWER

TO EL DORADO COUNTY

PRIVACY/ SOUND WALL
ADJACENT TO DEVELOPMENT

Mounded Landscape Buffer:
Native plantings with seeded ﬂowers.
All planting species shall be selected
to be adaptive during ﬂoor scenario.

NATIVE CALIFORNIA
OPEN GRASSLAND

Class I Multi-use Path:
12’ wide trail for bicyclist and pedestrian.
Asphalt pavement with 2’ decomposed
granite shoulder on both sides.

Vegetated Drainage Swale :
to collect runoff water from the street
and trail as well as provide a buffer for
the bike trail

Overhead Powerline Easement:
Provide continues overhead easement corridor for
powerline.

Vegetated Median:
with high branch trees to allow visual
clearance

Vegetated Drainage Swale:
Native grass and groundcover species. Plant native
oak or other native trees at the top of the swale.

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

June 2018

TYPICAL EXPRESSWAY - PERSPECTIVE
PRIVACY/ SOUND WALL WITH GRAPHICS AND MOUNDED LANDSCAPE BUFFER TO THE NORTH, ACCENTED OPEN
CALIFORNIA NATIVE GRASSLAND TO THE SOUTH

EASTBOUND TOWARDS
EL DORADO COUNTY

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

June 2018

EXPRESSWAY ELEVATION - OPEN GRASSLAND

DENSE PLANTING AREA

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

NATURAL OPEN AREA

DENSE PLANTING AREA

February 2018

EXPRESSWAY ELEVATION - DEVELOPMENT WITH SOUNDWALL

Class I
Bike Path
Bike Path
Buffer Fence

Low Groundcover
Planting

Residential Area

Clustered
Street Trees

Tall Grass
Accent Planting

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

Sound Barrier

February 2018

EXPRESSWAY ELEVATION - DEVELOPED INTERSECTION

Vehicular Trafﬁc
Class I
Bike Path

Multi-use
Trail

Ornamental
Entry Planting

District/Community
Signage

Clustered
Street Trees

Bike Path
Buffer Fence
Pedestrian Lighting

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

February 2018

TYPICAL THOROUGHFARE - ELK GROVE

KEY MAP

UTILITY EASEMENT

ROW

DRAINAGE SWALE

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL LANE

LANDSCAPED MEDIAN

TRAVEL LANE

TRAVEL LANE

LANDSCAPE BUFFER

DRAINAGE SWALE

SOUTH
ROW

NORTH

Privacy Sound Wall

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

June 2018

TYPICAL THOROUGHFARE - ELK GROVE

VEGETATED
SWALE

TO SHELDON
RURAL AREA
PRIVACY/ SOUND
WALL ADJACENT TO
DEVELOPMENT
RANCH STYLE FENCE W/
SEASONAL FLOWER

Class I Multi-use Path:
12’ wide trail for bicyclist and pedestrian.
Asphalt pavement with 2’ shoulder on
both sides.
Vegetated Drainage Swale:
Native grass and groundcover species.
Collect surface runoff from multi-use
path and roadways.

Landscape Buffer:
Native trees with drought tolerant
groundcovers

Landscape Median:
Native trees and groundcovers. Select
drought tolerant species to reduce required irrigation waters. Select high
branch tree species to provide visual
clearance.

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

NATIVE CALIFORNIA
OPEN GRASSLAND

Powerline and communication cable easement:
Provide continues overhead easement corridor for
powerline and communication cables. Alternative treament include underground conduit and cable easement to align with expressway.

Vegetated Drainage Swale:
Native grass and groundcover species. Collect surface
runoff from roadways to prevent surface water encroachment to private properties.

June 2018

TYPICAL THOROUGHFARE - ELK GROVE
SOUNDWALL BUFFER WITH GRAPHICS FOR DEVELOPMENT TO THE NORTH, OPEN SCENIC VIEWS TO THE SOUTH

EASTBOUND
D TOWARDS
SHELDON

CAPITAL SOUTHEAST CONNECTOR CORRIDOR IMPROVEMENT PLAN
SACRAMENTO AND EL DORADO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA • CONNECTOR JPA

June 2018
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Re:
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Date:

July 18, 2018

Introduction
The Benefit‐Cost Analysis (BCA) for this grant application has been developed to provide a comprehensive
perspective of the two projects that are the focus of this grant. To best demonstrate the positive impact
of a BUILD grant, two versions of the BCA have been prepared and include:




Project Exclusive Impact (Scenario #1) – This version of the Benefit‐Cost analysis represents a set
of circumstances under which only the two projects are constructed along with already
completed projects. Although it is the position of the JPA, its partner agencies, and many business
and community based organizations that this is a highly improbable outcome it is, none the less,
provided as a worst‐case scenario.
Project Impact as a Portion of the Full Package (Scenario #2) – This represents what is the most
likely result, namely that the two projects are constructed as part of a complete package of
projects. Under this scenario, benefit‐cost analysis considers only the benefits and costs of the
two projects with all other projects providing the circumstances under which analysis is
completed.

The useful life of the project is assumed to be 20 years for the BCA, with a base year of 2016 and a
horizon year of 2036. This assumption is based on the useful life of a typical roadway reconstruction
project. The 20‐year time period covers the full development and construction period of the Connector as
well as the time period during which the full operational benefits and costs can be reflected in the BCA.
Land use information used in forecasting future conditions for the BCA were also based on 2036, the 20‐
year horizon.
Benefits and costs included in Benefit‐Cost analysis were carefully prepared to comply with the guidance
provided for in the U.S. Department of Transportation’s Benefit‐Cost Analysis Guidance for Discretionary
Grant Programs, June 2018. To the extent possible, both benefits and costs were quantified. However,
under circumstances that this was not achievable for either technical or other reasons, results are
presented qualitatively. Quantification of data was primarily accomplished using a suite of analysis tools
that include, but are not limited to, the following:
Travel Demand Model – Travel demand forecasting to generate traffic estimates and other travel metrics
for future year forecasts was based on the version of the Sacramento Area Council of Governments’
(SACOG) activity based travel demand model (SACSIM) that was used for the 2016 Metropolitan
Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (MTP/SCS). The model was refined in the area of
the Connector to reflect the most current available information for land use and roadway network based
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on partner agency input. The traffic analysis zone (TAZ) structure was also reviewed and smaller TAZs,
additional local roadways and refined centroid connectors were implemented in a broad area
surrounding the Connector to improve model accuracy.
IHSDM – The Crash Prediction Module of the Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM) 2016
Release Update, v12.1.0 was used to calculate safety benefits. This software estimates the crash
frequency and severity of crashes based on the given geometric and traffic data. When Safety
Performance Function (SPF) is available for the evaluated highway type, the IHSDM results include total
crashes distributed in five different severity levels (K‐ Fatal; A‐ Incapacitating injury; B‐ Non‐incapacitating
injury, C‐ Possible injury; and O‐ No injury). This “KABCO” Injury Scale was used to monetize the crash
costs for each facility based on 2016 Caltrans Economic Parameters.
ArcMap – ArcGIS is mapping software created by ESRI that allows the user to perform GIS functionality for
special analysis of socioeconomic data and spatiotemporal transportation related data.
The following sections provide the basis and findings of each benefit and cost considered as part of this
analysis.

Benefits
Travel Time Savings
Analysis Tools
Travel Demand Model, Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
Travel time savings were developed using the difference in travel times along each segment of the
Connector in 2036 with and without the construction of the project, assuming 4% trucks. The travel time
difference was multiplied by the value of time for automobiles and trucks obtained from Caltrans1. The
resulting value was then multiplied by the volume along the segment for each scenario, resulting in a
monetized daily travel time benefit. The daily travel time benefit was then annualized using an
assumption of 261 travel days per year, a commonly accepted number of commuting days throughout
the year. Note that this likely underestimates the total travel time savings benefits due to omitting the
other 104 days of the year.
Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Benefit
Segment D3/E1 Benefit
Scenario #1
$5,488,484
$18,587,070
Scenario #2
$6,391,077
$21,643,754
Note: Benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period

1

Total Benefit
$24,075,555
$28,034,832

2016 Caltrans Economic Parameters. $18.95/hour for autos and trucks.
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Travel Time Reliability
Analysis Tools
Travel Demand Model, Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
Travel time reliability analysis was completed using a sketch‐planning method detailed in current
literature published by National Cooperative Highway Research Program2. This method was used to
calculates mean travel time index (TTI) for each segment of the Connector based on methodologies
developed in SHRP 2 L03 research. The model results from future year conditions with and without the
construction of the Connector were used to develop all TTI values to clearly describe the travel time
reliability savings the Connector provides.
As provided for by the methodology, the TTI value for each segment is then used to develop a 90th
percentile TTI to determine the ratio between the time it takes to travel the segment during a congested
day and the time it takes to travel the segment on an average day. The resultant ratio between the two
were then multiplied by the free flow travel time to determine the buffer time needed under congested
conditions.
The travel time reliability savings were calculated by taking the difference between the buffer calculated
for no‐project conditions and buffer calculated for each scenario. The buffer time savings were monetized
by using the same value of time for automobiles and trucks that was used in the travel time savings
benefit calculations. The annual benefit was calculated by multiplying the volume, both autos and trucks,
by the difference in buffer time and the value of time converted into $/minutes from $/hour. This daily
benefit was annualized using an assumption of 261 commuting days per year.
Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Benefit
Segment D3/E1 Benefit
Scenario #1
$534,630
$8,889,268
Scenario #2
$26,971
$6,440,063
Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period

Total Benefit
$9,423,898
$6,467,033

Bicycle and Pedestrian Benefits
Tools Used
ArcGIS, Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
Along the Connector, a separated, 12‐foot‐wide‐ Class I non‐motorized paved multi‐use path is planned
to be located within the 200‐foot right‐of‐way. This path would provide safe and convenient access and
connectivity to the residential areas, job centers, transit, and other bicycle and pedestrian facilities in the
area. These benefits were monetized and calculated based on the increase in ridership predicted by the
model.
Bike usage was estimated by segment along the Connector. This estimate was calculated by using the
method outlined in Chapter 4 of NCRHP 552. This method relies on the application of a national database
over local socio‐economic data, which has been appropriately summed using Geographical Information
System (GIS) banding. Bands are set at multiple distances to approximate the capture rate for a given
2

Incorporating Reliability Performance Measures into the Transportation Planning and Programming Processes: Technical
Reference. Section 5.1 Applying Sketch‐Planning Methods. The National Academy of Sciences. 2014.
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facility, which is then used to determine the ridership of that bike facility. In order to improve the fidelity
of this analysis, in lieu of using data at the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) or census tract level data, parcel
level data (based on the SACSIM small area dataset) from the Travel Demand Model was used. The
benefits based on the ridership were then monetized.
Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Benefit
Segment D3/E1 Benefit
Scenario #1
$2,071,455
$10,094,749
Scenario #2
$2,071,455
$10,094,749
Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period

Total Benefit
$12,166,204
$12,166,204

Safety Benefits
Analysis Tools
IHSDM, Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
The safety benefits were calculated by first summarizing collision data for each segment by crash type
and severity for the most recent five years of collision history available as well as developing crash
predictions based on the design features and traffic projections for the no project and plus project
scenarios for existing (2016) conditions. Crash data was obtained online through the Statewide Integrated
Traffic Records System (SWITRS) for years 2011 – 2016. SWITRS is a database that serves to collect and
process data gathered from a collision scene. Data is reported by various police agencies, including the
California Highway Patrol.
The crash predictions at existing and proposed facilities were analyzed using the Crash Prediction Module
of the Interactive Highway Safety Design Model (IHSDM) 2016 Release Update, v12.1.0. This software
estimates the crash frequency and severity of crashes based on the given geometric and traffic data.
When Safety Performance Function (SPF) is available for the evaluated highway type, the IHSDM results
include total crashes distributed in five different severity levels (K‐ Fatal; A‐ Incapacitating injury; B‐ Non‐
incapacitating injury, C‐ Possible injury; and O‐ No injury). This “KABCO” Injury Scale can be used to
monetize the crash costs for each facility based on 2016 Caltrans Economic Parameters.
A Crash Modification Factor (CMF) was determined for the project based on research for roadway
widening project that added capacity to a roadway by going from 2 to 4 lanes3. A CMF of 0.71 was used
for this analysis as incorporating any other CMF values could potentially introduce unknown variable
interaction between multiple studies that were not analyzed simultaneously. Using the equations
described in Appendix B of the Benefit‐Cost Guidance, the annual crash rates for each crash type were
multiplied by the CMF to obtain crash rates for Segment B2 and D3/E1. The crash rates associated with
and without the project were monetized based on the table below. These assumptions in the table are
based on KABCO parameters and Accident Cost Parameters from Caltrans’ Life‐Cycle Benefit‐ Cost
Analysis Economic Parameters 2016. The difference in total crash costs were calculated by totaling the
costs with and without the project and subtracting the total crash costs for the project from the total
crash costs without the addition of the project.

3

Evaluating the Performance and Safety Effectiveness of Roundabouts. The Michigan Department of Transportation. December
2011.
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Crash Costs by Crash Type
Crash Type
Fatal
Injury A
Injury B
Injury C
PDO

Crash Cost
$9,800,000
$466,400
$127,000
$64,900
$2,700

Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Benefit
Segment D3/E1 Benefit
Scenario #1
$11,317,622
$17,310,161
Scenario #2
$11,317,622
$17,310,161
Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period

Total Benefit
$28,627,783
$28,627,783

Emissions Reduction Benefits
Tools Used
Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
These benefits were calculated using a methodology developed by Caltrans for their Benefit‐Cost Analysis
spreadsheet4. The spreadsheet used the volumes for the base year and future years for no project and
plus project, and converted them into vehicle miles traveled based on the length of the Connector.
Running emission costs and starting emission costs were developed based on costs developed by
McCubbin and Delucchi in 1996. Emission costs were calculated for both peak and off‐peak time periods
for automobiles and trucks. The difference between the no project and plus project was calculated for
each year before being discounted. As shown below, due to the increased volume on the Connector once
it is constructed, the benefits are negative due to an increase in emissions for both scenarios.
Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Benefit
Segment D3/E1 Benefit
Scenario #1
‐$37,521
‐$90,328
Scenario #2
‐$45,751
‐$121,068
Note: Yearly benefits are discounted by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period

Total Benefit
‐$127,849
‐$166,819

Work Zone Impact Benefits
The roadways that combine to make up the Connector alignment are currently two‐lane facilities and are
particularly susceptible to road closures due to construction or weather‐related incidents requiring
roadway maintenance or debris removal. Once constructed, the Connector will add capacity and increase
safety by increasing the right‐of‐way, leading to fewer road closures resulting in less annual vehicle delay.
Resilience Benefits
Several recent events have highlighted the key vulnerabilities of the existing infrastructure in the face of
extreme weather events. In February of 2017, the potential ﬂood emergency at the Oroville Dam north of
Sacramento resulted in mass evacuations on overwhelmed regional roadways and underscored the
4

California Life‐Cycle Benefit/Cost Analysis Model (Cal‐B/C) Version 6.0. Caltrans. February 2017.
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importance of the Connector as an evacuation route. The emergency prompted the JPA to investigate
where ﬂooding would occur if a 500‐year ﬂood occurred within Sacramento County which clearly shows
the need for the Connector as an evacuation route and to provide a needed transportation alternative
under an extended period of flooding.
The resilience related benefits of the Connector are clearly significant. Yet, given the uncertainty
surrounding levels the severity and frequency of a potential event in the future, they could not be
reasonably monetized. Still, these efforts are vital to improving the resilience of the region’s
transportation network in the face of extreme weather events.
Loss of Emergency Services Benefits
The added capacity and increased speeds produced by the construction of the Connector are expected to
reduce the likelihood of delays to emergency services such as ambulance and fire services. The Connector
will allow for fire and ambulance services to reach emergencies quicker and thus create benefits by
reducing the damages resulting from the emergencies. As the current delays to emergency services could
not be measured, no quantitative analysis was undertaken to monetize the benefits the Connector will
produce by decreasing the response time for emergency services.
Quality of Life Benefits
The Connector will result in tangible improvements for the quality of life both local communities and
residents across the Sacramento region. The connector significantly reduces travel times, alleviates
congestion, and improves air quality along some of the most congested corridors in the region.
Businesses, agriculture, commuters, and tourists will all beneﬁt from an expressway that will allow them
to travel through the Sacramento Region without passing through a network of already congested
freeways in the heart of downtown Sacramento. The project also improves access, multi‐modal mobility,
and active transportation options along the corridor.

Costs
Capital Costs
Tools Used
Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
Costs that were included as a part of the overall construction costs of the project include planning and
estimate, final design, appropriation and acquisition services, construction management, right‐of‐way,
environmental mitigation, construction, and construction contingency. It was assumed that construction
would occur over a 4‐year time period.
Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Cost
Segment D3/E1 Cost
Total Cost
Scenario #1
$21,292,857
$41,407,811
$62,700,668
Scenario #2
$21,292,857
$41,407,811
$62,700,668
Note: Capital costs are assumed to be completed over four years (Years 1‐4). Yearly costs are discounted
by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period
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Operating and Maintenance Costs
Tools Used
Excel Spreadsheets
Overview
It was assumed that the Connector would be constructed in such a way that the facility would not require
major maintenance until year 19. This maintenance uses the costs of hot asphalt mix for central inland
California.
Results
Scenario
Segment B2 Cost
Segment D3/E1 Cost
Total Cost
Scenario #1
$1,184,256
$2,302,999
$3,487,255
Scenario #2
$1,184,256
$2,302,999
$3,487,255
Note: Costs are assumed to be completed over two years (Years 19 and 20). Yearly costs are discounted
by 7% per year over the 20‐year analysis period
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Summary of Costs, Benefits, and the Benefit/Cost Ratio
The tables below summarize the benefits and costs for Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 described in previous
sections. The benefit/cost ratio is calculated by dividing the total benefits by the total costs associated
with each scenario. As shown, both Scenario 1 and Scenario 2 produce more benefits than the costs for
Segment D3/E1 and when Segments B2 and D3/E1 are combined.
Scenario #1:
Category
Travel Time
Safety
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Emissions
Travel Time Reliability
Capital Costs
Operating and Maintenance
Total Benefits
Total Costs
Benefit/Cost Ratio

Scenario #2:
Category
Travel Time
Safety
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Emissions
Travel Time Reliability
Capital Costs
Operating and Maintenance
Total Benefits
Total Costs
Benefit/Cost Ratio

5

Segment B25
Benefits
$5,488,484
$11,317,622
$2,071,455
‐$37,521
$534,630
Costs
$21,292,857
$1,184,256
Total
$19,374,670
$22,477,112
0.86

Segment D3/E15

Segments B2 & D3/E15

$18,587,070
$17,310,161
$10,094,749
‐90,328
$8,889,268

$24,075,555
$28,627,783
$12,166,204
‐$127,849
$9,423,898

$41,407,811
$2,302,999

$62,700,668
$3,487,255

$54,790,922
$43,710,810
1.25

$74,165,592
$66,187,923
1.12

Segment B25
Benefits
$6,391,077
$11,317,622
$2,071,455
‐$45,751
$26,971
Costs
$21,292,857
$1,184,256
Total
$19,761,375
$22,477,112
0.88

Segment D3/E15

Segments B2 & D3/E15

$21,643,754
$17,310,161
$10,094,749
‐$121,068
$6,440,063

$28,034,832
$28,627,783
$12,166,204
‐$166,819
$6,467,033

$41,407,811
$2,302,999

$62,700,668
$3,487,255

$55,367,659
$43,710,810
1.27

$75,129,034
$66,187,923
1.14

7% per year over 20 years
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